FOR LIFE IN THE
CENTER OF
THE ACTION

Interton - Essential Hearing
Founded in Germany in 1962, Interton today is part of one
of the world’s largest hearing instrument organizations,
the GN Group. We use their proven core technology in a
way that falls in line with our own way of doing things.
We believe that most people need a straight-forward,
functional and easy-to-use hearing solution at a fair
price. So that’s what we give them.

Interton A/S | Lautrupbjerg 7 | DK-2750 Ballerup

| www.interton.com

Interton EasyHearing app is compatible with iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 5s, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5, iPad Air 2, iPad Air, iPad (4th generation), iPad mini 3, iPad mini 2,
iPad mini with Retina display, iPad mini and iPod touch (5th generation) using iOS 7.X
or later. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and FaceTime are trademarks
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of
Apple Inc. The Android version of the Interton EasyControl app runs on newer devices
running Android 4.4.3 or later. See www.interton.com for a list of Android phones that
work with the EasyHearing app. Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
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New – Control your Interton Centro from iPhone®,
iPad® or iPod touch®
Made for iPhone functionality is an exciting new feature
that you will not find in standard hearing aids. It allows
you to stream audio from your iPhone directly to your
hearing aid. This means you can access everything
from music to FaceTime calls and GPS instructions, and
adjust volume and programs directly from your iPhone,
without a streamer around your neck. If you are an
Android user you will be able to enjoy the same great
functionalities, like adjusting volume and changing
programs when using the Interton Phone Clip 2 and the
EasyHearing app.
With all the intelligent features, Interton Centro will
give you the confidence to live a carefree life - right in
the centre of the action!

INTERTON CENTRO
For life in the center of
the action

Nobody wants to give up doing the things they love.
The good news is, with Interton Centro hearing aids you
don’t have to! Small and discreet, they provide excellent
speech understanding, even in noisy environments.
Thanks to advanced directionality, Intelligent features
and connectivity to your iPhone or Android phone,
you can keep on living your life spontaneously and
conveniently.
Watch the Interton Centro movie at
www.interton.com
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Intelligent and
comfortable hearing
Interton Centro has a flexible, adaptable design to
ensure your comfort and convenience. That way you
can easily get started with Interton Centro and make it
a natural part of your life.
Acclimatization Manager is an intelligent feature
that makes your transition to Interton Centro as
comfortable as possible. It gives your ears a chance to
get used to Centro’s settings step-by-step.
Ear-to-Ear Communication automatically synchronizes volume or programs between your left and your
right ears, elegantly keeping them in balance. The
volume setting can be quickly and discreetly adjusted
if sound environments change - just adjust one side,
and the other follows automatically. Easy and discreet.
Comfort Phone helps you focus your listening attention
when you receive a phone call. When you bring a phone
up to one ear, it automatically reduces the volume in
your other ear. Background noise is reduced yet still
audible, so you are still aware of what’s going on
around you. That’s intelligent hearing.
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Clear sound and great
speech understanding,
anywhere!
Being an active person, you find yourself in a variety
of different listening environments; moving from the
quiet of nature to the bustle of a city; from indoors to
outdoors; from being alone to meeting others. Interton
Centro eases these transitions, making sure you can
distinguish the sounds around you anywhere.
Focus on speech
Interton Centro’s advanced directionality options
facilitate comprehension in noisy environments and
help you focus on speech.
Adjusting to the situation
Your Interton Centro hearing aids are designed to
adjust gain settings automatically for better listening
experiences in five distinct acoustic environments.
When they recognize one of these environments, your
devices automatically apply the necssary gain and
noise reduction.
Hugging without the feedback
Feedback Manager Plus removes feedback and
whistling when you hug a loved one or hold a phone
close to your ear.
And for music lovers
With Music Mode, you’ll be sure to get great sound
quality whenever you’re listening to music.
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Small and discreet
– yet built to last
Interton Centro offers excellent form and function.
These small, ergonomically designed hearing aids sit
comfortably behind your ears and are barely visible.
On top of that they are made to handle your specific
hearing loss and individual needs.
Interton Centro hearing aids are built to last. The whole
hearing aid is covered with our unique Nano Coating
treatment, which keeps them safe from mosture, sweat
and dust. No need to worry - just continue your active
life.
With Interton Centro you can choose from seven
different colors to match your hair, skin color and
personal style.
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Watch TV with the sound
directly in your ears

Interton Mini Microphone streams speech directly
to your hearing aids. Clip the microphone to a family
member or friend and stream their speech directly to
your ears!

Interton Centro incorporates 2.4 GHz wireless
technology, that allows your hearing aids to connect
directly to your phone, TV, computer or stereo system
without bothersome connectors! Now that’s wireless
freedom!

Interton Phone Clip 2 lets you stream conversations
and music directly to your hearing aids from a
Bluetooth® mobile phone. It doubles as a remote control
so you can discreetly adjust volume and programs.

Interton TV Streamer 2 streams clear stereo sound
from the TV, stereo or computer wirelessly to your
hearing aids without connectors around the neck.
Interton Remote Control 2 with convenient LCD
display, lets you control volume, program settings and
streaming devices - such as the TV Streamer 2 and Mini
Microphone.

Interton EasyHearing app
– free downloadable connectivity
Compatible with both iPhones and Android phones,
Interton EasyHearing is a great downloadable app for
Interton Phone Clip 2 that lets you control hearing aid
volume and programs discreetly. It’s as easy as sending
a text message – and to the rest of the world, it looks as
if you’re doing just that.

screen
from
app

EasyHearing app
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